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and J(n) are functions of position, 0 < X < L . The coefficients J(m) are derivatives of the intrinsic ‘diode characteristic
at Y = V, (8).
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An Area-Variable MOS Varicap and Its Application
in Programmable TAP Weighting of
CCD Transversal Filters
A. B. BHATTACHARYYA

Abstract-Anewthree-terminal
MOS varicap is proposedwhere
the terminal capacitors are made voltage variable not by the modulation of depletion width but bychanging the area of inversion under the
gate. An MOS capacitor realized on silicon with an impurity gradient
along the surface provides the control on the area of inversion because
the gate threshold voltage is determined by thedoping concentration at
the surface.
The inhomogeneous doping along the surface is implemented making
use of the lateral diffusion from a doped oxide surface. Fabrication
details of thecapacitorcompatible withn-channel silicon gate technology are presented. The C- V relationship for the terminal capacitors
is simulated by a piecewise model and agreement with measured results
is shown.
The Area-Variable MOS Varicap (AVMOSV) is used in implementing
an electrically programmable CCD filter with variable TAP weighting.
Computer simulation
shows
considerable
promise
of area-variable
capacitors in TAP weight control and transversal filter realization. Preliminary performance characteristics of a programmable CCD filter are
presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
OLTAGE ‘VARIABLE C A P A C I T O R S or varicaps have
found a wide range of applications such as voltage controlled oscillators, tunableintegrated circuits, FM deviators
[ l ] , and specific tuningelements [2], [ 3 ] , etc. Generally,
such capacitors are two-terminal elements realized with a p n
junction or MOS structure and their capacitance variation with
voltage dependsonthe
principle thatthedepletionwidth
either at the p-n junction or at the semiconductor-insulatorinterface in the deep depletion mode can be controlled electrically. Since the capacitance is directly proportional to the area
and inversely proportional tothedepletionwidth,
conventional capacitances with a given area decrease with increasing
voltage. There are, however,
specific needs where more functional flexibility is required such as in a high-frequency switching application when a three-terminal structure is suitable [4].
On-chip MOS varicaps have been used recently for introducing a compact circuit for programming the TAP weights of a
Manuscript received May 8, 198l;revised October 7, 1981. Financial CCD filterelectronically [5], [ 6 ] . In suchimplementations,
support for this paper was made possible by the Department of Electronics, Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi, India, the Govern- the sense gates of a C C D are loaded by varicaps and a parallel
sense capacitor.Thepartofthe
CCD image-signal charge
ment of India, and The Twente University of Technology, Enschede,
The Netherlands.
through the sense capacitor depends on the ratio of the variA . B . Bhattacharyya is with the Centre for Applied Research in Elecsense capacitor. This
tronics, Indian Institute of Technology,Hauz Khas, New Delhi, 110 016 able MOS capacitor value andfixed
part or fraction is controlled or programmed by voltage. The
India.
H. Wallinga was with the Solid State Electronics Group, Department advantage of capacitive weighting is the low power dissipation
of Electrical Engineering, The Twente University of Technology, 7500
AE Enschede, PB 217, The Netherlands. He is now on a visiting assign- and smaller chip area compared to the structures where a combination of a floating sense gate and a buffer circuit performs
ment at General Electric Company, Schenectady, NY 12301.
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Fig. 1 . The proposed area-variable MOS varicap structure on inhomogeneously doped surface. 1) The thick doped oxide serves as diffusion source. 2) Inset (a) shows the impurity profilealong the surface. 3) Inset ( b ) shows thethreshold voltagevariationalong the
surface.

a charge-to-voltage conversion and variable TAP weighting is
obtained by means of an MOS transistor acting as an analog
multiplier [7], [12] or variable conductance MOST devices
[8] . In the varicap-based implementations realized thus far,
the sensed charge was only 10 percent of the signal charge in
a CCD and, therefore, the insertion loss was high [SI .
In this paper, a new three-terminal MOS varicap is proposed
where the terminal capacitors are made voltage dependent by
effecting variationsin the effectivearea ratherthan in the
depletionlayerwidth.
An MOS capacitoronan inhomogeneously doped silicon surface provides the possibility of realizing the voltage controlled area of the inversion layer since
the threshold voltage has adependenceon doping. Such an
area-variable three-terminal capacitor, in a very compact and
elegant manner, integrates the basic functionalrequirement
of programmable capacitive TAP weighting required for CCD
transversal filtering. It also offers significant advantages over
schemes belonging to this category in terms of the economy
of the silicon area, the capability of relative TAP weight variation, and the insensitivity to parasitics inherent in such configurations.
Inthe following sections,the basicphysics ofthe areavariable MOS varicap, its fabrication, computer simulation for
the C-V characteristics, and its application to the realization
of programmable CCD transversal filtering are presented.
11. PRINCIPLE
OF AN AREA-VARIABLE
MOS

VARICAP(AVMOSV)
The principle of operation of an AVMOSV is illustrated in
Fig. 1, where along the surface of p-type silicon an impurity
gradient is realized along OA and O’A’. Ina practicalimplementation this is achieved by carrying out diffusion from the
doped oxide source between 0 and 0’ which results in a verticaldiffusedprofilealong
they-directionandahorizontal
impurity gradientalong
thex-directiondue
to lateraldiffusion. Subsequently, an MOS capacitor is fabricated on the
inhomogeneous surface OA and O’A‘.
It is known that the threshold voltage in an MOS structure
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depends on the doping concentration at the interface; it
increases with doping. Thusforthe MOS capacitorextending
over the region A to A ’ , the gate voltage required for surface
inversion at 0 and 0’ is larger than that required at A and A‘
since concentration of impurity decreases from 0 to A and
0’ to A ‘ . In other words, if the gate bias is swept over the
threshold voltage range covering the doping at A/A’ and O/O’,
the inversion layer will spread fromA to 0 and A’ to 0’. Thus
the area under inversion is controlled electronically.
For the p-substrate under consideration, theinversion charge
is made of electrons. An electrical contact with the inversion
layer is established through n+-diffusedregion.
The above structure can be visualized as a three-terminal capacitor with a single control terminal. The configuration leads
to two capacitive components:
1) The oxide capacitor C i , z between the gate terminal 0
and the inversion layer accessed through 0.
In the illustration
shown in Fig. 1, the capacitance C1, is determined by the inversion length A 2 ( A ’ Z ’ )and the gate width W ,i.e., the area
and the oxide thickness. With increasing gate voltage the area
of inversion and hence the capacitance C1, increases.
2) C1, is the capacitor between the controlling gateterminal @ and the substrate 0.
In the given diagram the region
under Z(Z’)t o O(0’) is still uninverted because the applied
gate voltage is less for inverting this region with higher doping.
The uninverted region will contribute a capacitance between
gate and substrate which is composed of a series combination
of oxide capacitance and depletion capacitance. The contribution of capacitor due to the part 00’ is negligible due to thick
oxide.
In the previously mentioned structure as the area under inversion increases, that in anoninvertedcondition decreases.
Thus with an increase in the gate voltage at
C1,2
increases
and C1, decreases.
It may be noted that unlike conventional MOS or p-n junction varactors, the voltage dependence on the capacitor is not
due to modulation of the depletion layer width but due to the
variation in the area determining the capacitance.

a,

111. FABRICATION
An AVMOSV was fabricated using n-channel Si-gate technology. As shown in Fig. 1, the thick doped oxide defines the
source for lateral andvertical diffusion. Under the doped oxide
00’, at the surface ( y = 0), the surface concentration C, is the
highest. The essential components of thecapacitor, defining
the masks, are the thick oxide for lateral diffusion n+-contact
diffusions, thin gate oxide, and the top poly-Si gate electrode.
Fig. 2 gives the processsequence based on CVD techniques
used for doping and poly-Si realization. Some of the relevant
technological details are outlined in the diagram.

IV. COMPUTERSIMULATION
A N D EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
Thedopedboronoxide
provides the impurity gradient of
boron impurities in p-substrate. The contour of the
diffused
boron impurities c(xj, Yj) = cB(1 -k 8 ) defines the so-called
diffusion depth of boron in p-Si where CB is the substrate im-
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y = 0. Thus
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where D is the diffusion coefficient of the impurity at the diffusion temperature, t is the duration of diffusion, and C, is the
surface concentration under the doped oxide.
2) The stretch OAIO'A', over which the doping is inhomogeneous, is subdivided into a number of smaller equal parts, say
N , and within each part of the impurity is assumed to be a
constant given by an average of the boundary values of the
section. In other words,
A [ I ] = (C[l] -t C[Z- I ] / 2 ) is the
average concentration of the I t h section as shown in the inset
of Fig. 1. The count is assumed to start from O(0'). A [ I ] is
the assumed constant in agiven section.
3 ) Thethreshold
voltage corresponding to A [ Z ] , in a
p-substrate, is given by [ 101

I

D e p o $ t therm01 o x i d e $

C V D u n d o p e dp o l y - S +i C o p p i n g
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II
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ni being the intrinsic carrier concentration
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The symbols have their appropriate meanings and signs given
in the reference quoted.
4) If the gate voltage Vg corresponds to the threshold VT [ I ]
of the Zth section, then the sections from 1 to I are noninverted and those from I to N are inverted. Thus the capacitance Cl,2 between the terminals 0and 0due to the oxide sandwiched between the gate andthe inversionlayer is
given by
N
9.

D e t i n e Metolhzatian

(Mosk 5 )

Fig. 2. n-channel Si-gate process for area-variable MOS varicap.

purity concentration and 6 is an arbitrarily small number. The
impurity profile C(x, y ) is well established from the work of
Kennedy and O'Brien [9].
A piecewise model is developed for the theoretical estimation of the C- V relationship between terminals @ and 0and
0 and @ as an analytic relation does not seem to be possible with the realistic impurity distributions along the surface.
A computersimulation is adopted based onthe following
relations:
1) From the two-dimensional profile

the impurity profile along the surface is obtained by putting

where Cox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, AX is the
length of each section and W is the width of the gate.
As I sweeps from 1 to N a relation between C1,2 and V, is
constructed for the range of voltage whencapacitance variation is effected.
5) The capacitance C 1 , 3seen between the terminals 0and
@ is that due to the noninverted part and
is contributed by
the series combination of the oxide and depletion capacitance.
If the gate voltage V, = VT [ I ] causes inversion up t o I t h
section, the sections ranging from 1 to ( I - 1) contribute to
C1,3. Thus

where
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Fig. 5. (a)Schematic of capacitive TAP weighting of the CCD sense
gate.(b)Equivalentcircuit
of the TAP weightingcircuitignoring
parasitics.
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Fig. 3. Simulated C-V relation for three-terminal silicon gate (n-type)
AVMOSV-C1 ,2 and C1,3-based on piecewisemodel.Parameters
used: capacitor width: W = 175 pm, capacitor length: L = 8.0 ym;
surface concentration C, under doped oxide = 101s/cm3, background
concentration C, = 1015/cm3,oxide thickness to, = 0.1 Mm, and
f i = 1.8 pm (diffusion temperature).

Themeasurement was madebyathree-terminal
GR Bridge
(1615-A) and the device was housed in a specially made jig to
reduce the parasitics.
The close agreement between the simulation and experiment
demonstrates the validity of the concept and the model.
We shall demonstratethepotentialofthethree-terminal
varicap inanimportant
application such as TAP weighting
in a programmable CCD filter.
V. APPLICATIONOF AVMOSV IN PROGRAMMABLE TAP
WEIGHTING OF CCD TRANSVERSAL FILTERS

A three-terminal capacitor is ideally suited for realizing the
TAP weight control of a programmable CCD filter.The
AVMOSV described thus far is shown to be compatible to
n-channel Si-gatetechnology and is thus integrable with the
TAP sensing circuit of a CCD filter. The attraction of varicap
TAP weighting in a CCD filter lies in the fact that such a TAP
weight circuit does not dissipate any power in addition to hav-'-I / , / e
ing the property ofanalog memory for the reference signal.
The basic principle of capacitive TAP weighting can be exGATE VOLTAGE ( V o l t s )
plained with the help of Fig. 5 . The CCD sense gate is loaded
Fig. 4. Measured C-V variation Cl ,2 between gate and one of the dif- capacitively witha parallel combinationof C1, and C1,
3.
fused contacts on the prototype device. Parameter: C, = 1018/cm3,
The
sense
gate
of
CCD
is
given
a
floating
potential,
for
proper
C
, = 1015/cm3,W = 500 pm,to, = 0.1 pm, and 0
= 2.2 Hm (diffuS1. When a signal charge apsion temperature 1200°C and duration 12.5 h). -measured varia- operation,throughtheswitch
tion and ---- simulated variation.
pears attheSi-Si02interface
of the sense gate,the image
charge flows through the load to preserve the charge neutrality. The amount of
charge branching through Cl,z and C1,3
depends on their relative values. For a given signal charge Qsig,
the charge stored by C1, is given by
gives the capacitance of each section betweengate 0and substrate @ in the noninverted part [ 101 .
As in the case of C1,2 , the voltage dependence of C1, is
also simulated as the gate voltage V, = VT [I] is ranged for
values of I = 1 * N . N in the present case is taken to be 40. where
The capacitance voltage relation obtained theoretically both
c1,z
for C1, and C1, is shown in Fig. 3.
h=
Fig. 4 shows the simulated result for the parameters of the
cl.2 +cl,3
fabricated device and the experimental plot of the capacitor
From (7), it is seen that the value of h, a multiplier of the
betweenthe gate voltage andone of the diffused contacts.
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C1, is the intrinsic sense capacitor between terminals

0and

@ of AVMOSC. C, , is the intrinsic shunt capacitor between
terminals 0 and @ of AVMOSC. AC, , 2 , AC,,, are the

a,@,

parasitic capacitances between terminals @J,D
and
respectively. CM is theisolationcapacitancebetween
sense
gate and TAP weight capacitor. AC, is the overlap capacitance
of the sense gate with neighboring overlapping CCD electrodes.
cd is the depletion layer capacitance under the CCD gate corresponding to the floatinggate voltage.

The inset in Fig. 5 shows the capacitances mentioned above.
It is evident that AC,, A C l , ; ? , and A C 1 , 3 reduce the charge
modulation capability of the structure and need to be minimized for optimum performance. AC,, is mainlydue to the
overlap capacitancebetween gate electrodeandcontact
diffusion,
ACl,3
is
contributed
by
the
capacitance
between
the
16
0
TAP WEIGHT VOLTAGE ( V o l t s I
control gate ofthe AVMOSV andthesubstrate due to the
thick oxide.
Fig. 6. Charge sensed by C1 2 as normalized with respect to the CCD
signal charge versus TAP w'eight voltage. CM = 1.2 pF, Cg = 0.73 pF,
Fig. 6 illustrates the variation of Qsensed/Qsigas a function
cg= 0.27 pF, Cd(@s= 8 V) = 0.18 pF, and C1, = 1.5 pF.
of TAP weight voltage. It is noticed that when AC, = 0, the
charge modulation could be as large as 60 percent of the signal
signal charge,can be changed or programmed if C1, or C1,3 charge. This happens to be a significant improvement over the
or both can be controlled electronically.
performancebystructures where C1,2 is fixed and C1, is a
In an earlier realization of a programmable TAP weighting conventional varicap.
C1, was a fixed capacitor and C1,3 was a conventional MOS
Aprototype16-bit
programmable CCD filter was implevaricap [ 51 . Since C1,3 could only be changed to a limited mented using n-channel Si-gate technology with double-layer
extent, the structure could modulate the
image charge only poly-Si gates as implementedfor AVMOSV varicap fabricaby 10 percent to implement filterrealization. Further, C1, tion.Inthe
CCD implementation, however, the inhomogeand C1,3 were twoseparateentities requiring a large silicon neous doping realized along the surface from the doped oxide
estate.
fell short of the desired target of 12 pm and was only 7 pm.
With AVMOSV the two components C1,2 and C1,3 are inThe filter architecture is schematically presented in Fig. 7, and
herently integrated into a single compact structure. Further,
has the following features:
as C1, increases, Cl, decreases due tothe variation in area
1) Dual channel 16-bit CCD with eight TAPS in each chanwhereas, thetotal arearemains constant.Thus C1, -t C1,3 nel to ensure positive and negative TAF'weighting.
is almost constantandthe charge modulationcapacity gov2) MOST switches for setting the voltage to the CCD sense
erned by [Q] Cl,2 depends on the variation C1,2with voltage. gates. Alternate fourth gate in a 4-phase structure connected
Before we obtain the expression for the charge sensed by to the TAP circuit is provided the floating potential through
C1,2 it will be appropriate to explain the charge-sensing cir- the MOST switch. Odd numbered G4 are connected directly
cuitry as shown in Fig. 6. The capacitor ,C realized between to dc supply of appropriatevalue.
two poly-Silayersisolates the floating CCD sense gate from
3) MOST switches forTAP weight voltage settingonthe
the TAP weight voltage set by switch S 2 . Two diffusion con- AVMOSV control gate terminal.
tacts for the inversion layers are joined and connected to the
4) On-chipimpedancebufferwith
MOST followers,feednegative terminal of the charge-sensing amplifier. The capac- back capacitors withreset switches in parallel with it.
itors in the present configuration are connected in parallel; if
5 ) A common bus-bar forthe sense capacitors (C1,2)1,8
necessary, they could be used as a single element.
connected to the input of the impedance buffer.
It can be shownfrom the elementary principle of charge
Fig. 8 shows thephotomicrograph of the programmable
sharing between parallel capacitors that the charge [Q] C1,2 filter using AVMOSV TAP weight control. The performance
sensed by the charge sensing amplifier is given by [ 131
of the filter is mainly characterized by the harmonic distortion, dynamic range, power consumption, and the linearity of
the TAP weight control.' The TAP weight control linearity is
illustrated in Fig. 9, where the filter output voltage has been
plotted as a function of the differentialTAP weight control
voltage,applied commonly to all TAPS. The charge transfer
inefficiency of the filter devices was
per
transfer.
In
where
Fig.TAP
10, the
weights have been set to a binary 5-bit
l
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Fig. 7 . CCD programmablefilter
architecture with AVMOSV TAP
weighting. R = Right, L = Left.

Fig. 11. Frequency response of an integral filter with same TAP weight
voltage setting.Sideloberejections
and nulls are as theoretically
expected.
Fig. 8. Photomicrograph of prototype programmable filter.
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Fig. 9. Filter output voltage as a function of differential TAP weight
control voltage for programmable TAP'S.

Fig. 10. Matched filter response (lower trace) on a 5-bit Barker code.
Impulse response of the filter is (1, -1, 1, 1, 1).

Fig. 12. Response of a seven-element Hilbert transformer. k o = -0.12,
k 2 = -0.6, k4 = +0.6, k b = +.12, k l = k 3 = k 5 = 0. Lower trace
depicts the harmonic distortion.

Barker code: 1, 1, 1, - 1, 1, and the impulse response as well as
the autocorrelation with an equal input code are shown. As a
roughmeasure of the similarity of the filtercoefficients on
integral response filter was studied with the same setting for
theTAP weight voltage. With ablockinput
signal an expected convolved triangularshaped output resulted with no
visible distortion. The frequence response of such a filter with
a sample-hold output is of the form (sin N w / 2 ) / ( ~ / 2 where
),
N = 8 for the present case and c3 is the angular frequency. The
experimental response with equal TAP voltage setting is shown
in Fig. 11 which matchesthetheoreticalexpectations
excellently, indicating that there is no seriousTAP-to-TAP variation. Harmonic distort.ion measurements have been performed
on thefilter, programmed as a Hilbert transformerwitha
1-percent ripple in the passband as shown in Fig. 12. The second harmonic distortion was below -30 dB for 10-percent fat
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zerofora1.5-V
peak.,to-peak inputandwithnosubstrate
bias. Under the same operating conditions the CCD itself had
a second harmonic distortion of -35 dB.
VI. DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSION
A novel three-terminal voltage variable MOS capacitor has
been realized which has been used successfully in analog TAP
weighting of a CCD transversal filter. In such a varicap based
TAP weighting, the power consumption is restricted merely by
the normal CCD delay line (if sense amplifiers are excluded) as
no dc current paths exist in the charge redistribution floating
gates. TAP weighting varicaps and switches thereby offering
attraction when low power consumption is the priority. Compared to filter structures of the same family of varicap weighting the present structure provides an advantage of abouta
25-percent silicon estate in theTAP
weighting circuit as
AVMOSV realizes in a single compact structure the function
of two separate capacitors usedearlier
[SI . Inaddition,
AVMOSV TAP weighting can be shown to be less sensitive to
parasitics than the structure in [ 51 .
Thefidelityofthe
CCD filter was demonstratedthrough
an integral filter, a Hilbert transformer,anda Barker-coded
matchedfilter.Thepresent
design aimed for larger TAP
weight variation ratherthanonlowdistortionperformance.
Optimizationonthe
varicapcircuitpromises
roomfor improvement on the distortion.
Further,thereportedperformanceona
device processed
nonoptimally regarding the realization of inhomogeneous doping onthe surface andwithanoptimal
processing performance is expected.
The AVMOSV realization also demonstrates the possibility
of varying the area of a diode with
voltage which may find
useful application in electronic programmability of other devices such as in distributed RC structures.
An additional degree of flexibility in the C-V relationship
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maybe
added byshaping the gate of the MOS capacitor
appropriately.
A detailed circuit performance of the above filter is being
studied [ 111.
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